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The B6 News
An independent student voice

Volume 54, Number 36

Friday, November 21, 1969

Lodge quits
post at Paris
peace talks

Council says pill
issue up to M.D.
By JIM SMITH
Issue Editor
Student Council last night passed
?, bill demanding that the distribution of birth control pills by the
University Health Center to unmarried students be left to the discretion of the Individual doctors.
"This Is not a moral Issue,"
Insisted Representative Russ llaber, one of the bill's sponsors,
•'but an Issue that should be left
up to the Individual." He added
that distribution of the pills should
be left to the physician, not to the
University administrators.
Student Body President Greg
Thatch explained that, according
to University policy, the Health
Center cannot distribute the pills
to unmarried students.
The bill points out that no federal statutes exist prohibiting prescription of the pills, and charges
that the Administration Is "taking
a moral stand that can hamper the
lives of students at Bowling
Green."
"In this bill," Thatch explained,
"Student Council Is not taking a
moral stand for or against birth
control pills. It merely gives each
person the right to make his own
stand."
If the administration policy Is not
altered by January 19, 1970, the
bill provides that Council will present the resolution to the Faculty
Senate and request that body's approval.
Members also ratified a constitutional amendment concerning the
University judicial structure.
The amendment provides that
no student may sit In judgement of
a fellow student accused of violating a rule that has not been approved in some form by a student
group.
Violators of the amendment are
subject to Impeachment, as provided for In the student body constitution.
A subsidiary bill, which would
have established a Council committee to Investigate all regulations the student courts act upon,
was referred to the Rules and
Regulations Committee.
President William T. Jeromt
III
must sign the amendment,
Thatch explained, before It can
go Into effect.
A committee to devise a student bin of rights was also established by the CouncU mem-

City parking
boost denied

A proposal that would have reinstated more than a dozen downtown parking meters for (he holiday shopping season was turned
down by a unanimous vote, Wednesday, by the Traffic Com mission
and Parking and Traffic Committee
of City CouncU.
A police survey of 21 parking
spaces on N. Main and W. Wooster Streets revealed that 15 of the
21 parked autos In this area were
owned by merchants or employees
of downtown businesses.
The Traffic Commission and
Parking Committee agreed though,
that there should be a better reinforcement of existing regulations
and a quicker turnover for the
meters that are along these downtown streets.
The survey did show, however,
that many of the people parked
In these areas were employees
of service businesses rather than
merchants who have products to
sail .for the Christmas season.

bers.
I'M Mil calling for the
committee, submitted by Student
Court Justice J. Harper, set up
a five-member student board which
will define the "rationale for and
Implications of setting forth these
rights and produce a written document" which states the rights.
The subsequent document is to
be sent to Faculty Senate and the
Board of Trustees "for their opinion and criticism."
The bill originally called for a
Joint student-faculty-admlnistratlve committee to study the situation, but Harper, in a lastminute change, made the committee exclusively composed of
students. He explained that It acts
only as a study committee, exercising no enforcement powers.
Two blUs designed to create
better Council-constituent communication were referred to the
Cultural Committee for further
study.
One, submitted by Harper, calls
for the printing and distribution
of a student government information leaflet. The document would
state "structures, goals and philosophies of student government."
(Turn to Page b;

-News photo by Miko Pool*

RAISING A POINT--Russ Haber, sponsor of the birth control pill
legislation, seeks recognition from the floor to discuss an issue.

Clipper set for trip home
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)The moonship Intrepid flashed away from the Ccean of Storms
yesterday and docked with Yankee
Clipper in lunar skies, its exciting 31-hour liberty on the moon
over, ready for the long voyage
home.
By 3:10 p.m. EST, the three
Navy commanders, Charles Conrad Jr., Alan L. Bean and Richard
F. Gordon Jr. were together again
in the mothershlp Clipper.
Then at 3:22 p.m., without an
audible reluctance, they cast the
unmanned Intrepid adrift. It had
carried them safely to the moon
and back on their greatest adventure.
Earlier, riding Intrepid, Conrad and Bean had homed in on
the mothershlp Clipper, after an
3-1/2 hour chase.
Gordon, at Clipper's helm caught
the image of Intrepid with his
color television camera when It
was just a speck against the duncolored lunar surface.
"Stand by to receive the skipper's gig," Mission Control told
him. "Aye aye, Sir," Gordon said.
The only hint of trouble was a
master alarm at blastoff that signified danger In the moonship Intrepid. But whatever the trouble
was, the astronauts couldn't find
it, and It didn't bother their perfect launch.
"You've got a go to cast off,"
Mission Control informed. "Lift
off and away we go," Conrad replied.
The moon explorers, Bean and
Conrad, roared away from the
moon's pocked surface at 9:26
a.m. EST.
"Harbor master has cleared
you Into the main channel," said
Mission Control.
"Man, this Is a hot machine,"
Conrad reported. "What a nice
ride."
An hour and a half later, some
140 mUes behind and 15 mUes below Clipper, Conrad reported, "I
got you visually, Yankee."
"Boy, you sure look strange
dowrt there," said Gordon. He had
sailed alone for the last day and

a quarter In protective orbit around the moon while Conrad and
Bean stalked the lunar surface
In two separate scouting expeditions.
The booty they brought back
from the moon took at least two
hours to stow in the mothershlp.
There were 80 to 90 pounds of
rock, cross Indexed as to where
each was found, and cued to pictures of the areas. There was
also the television camera that
failed, depriving earth of pictures of the mile long moon walk,
man's farthest excursion on the
lunar surface. At one point—at
Sharp Crater--they were 1,500 feet
from the safety of Intrepid.
It was by far a more exhausting
study than the pioneering flight
and landing last July by Apollo
11. The Apollo 11 astronauts spent
only 2 1/2 hours walking the lunar
surface, and dared not on that
first expedition to move more
than 250 feet from the safety of
their spacecraft.
The astronauts reported they
didn't get tired working outside
on the lunar surface, but "We
were really thirsty after the second time out."
They found other interesting
phenomena In the strange world
where gravity is only one sixth
as strong as on earth.
Conrad reported he feU once.
He had used his shovel as a
crutch, and It failed him. "Pd
take the shovel and stick It In
the ground and just do an arm
push up and lean down and pick
a rock off the ground with my
other hand. I feU over oncejeut
there and Al picked me up. It's
no big deal."
For all their walking on the
surface, their legs didn't get tired
but their arms got weary from
carrying
their awkward tools
around. And although they were
weU-protected
from the extremes
of temperature, their
gloved hands did feel the metal
tools heating up In the sun's full
blast.
Everywhere they went, the lunar
dust went with them.

"Man, is it filthy in here,"
Conrad reported. "We must have
20 pounds of dirt and all kinds of
junk. Al and I look like a couple
of bituminous coal miners. But
we're happy."
Everywhere they went, the moon
explorers left something behind.
On the moon's surface, they left
litter that cost millions of dollars, including the descent stage
of Intrepid which acted as their
portable launch pad.
The scientific Instruments alone,
measuring Impacts on the lunar
soli, the tenuous lunar atmosphere,
the flowing solar wind blown out by
the sun, cost some $25 million,
including the first nuclear power
station on the moon to give the
Instruments electrical power.
Behind, too, was the second
American flag to stand on the
moon, the first left by Apollo U
astronauts Nell Armstrong and
Edwin Aldrln.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon accepted the resignation of
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge
yesterday In an action which may
mean at least a temporary downgrading of the level of U.S. participation In the stalemated peace
talks in Paris.
High administration officials
said that was not the purpose of
the moves Involved in a White
House
announcement that both
Lodge and his deputy, attorney
Lawrence E. Walsh, are leaving
the Vietnam negotiations effective Dec. 8.
But no one disputed that the
practical result could be to lower
the political prestige of the U.S.
negotiating team--though that depends on how rapidly Nixon names
a successor.
White House and State Department authorities Indicated that they
had no firm Idea yet on a possible
successor.
Leadership of the U.S. delegation will fall to 49-year-old Phillip c. Hablb, a career diplomat
who served last year on the negotiating delegation headed by
Ambassador W. Averell Harrlman.
At the change of administrations
in Washington, Hablb stayed on to
work with Lodge and Walsh. He
Is regarded as one of the U.S.
government's knowledgeable men
on Vietnamese war and peace issues.
Lodge cited personal reasons in
his letter of resignation to the
President, which the White House
said was received Wednesday.
Friends had been saying for many
weeks that he was frustrated and
fed up with the lack of action in
the peace talks and would leave
by the end of the year.
"I strongly support your efforts
to negotiate an end to the war,"
Lodge wrote Nixon. "You have
left no stone unturned. It is sad
that the other side has flatly refused to reciprocate in any kind
of meaningful way."
Nixon thanked Lodge for his service and disclosed through the
publication of his letter that Lodge
had agreed to continue to serve
as an advisor to him.
"You have the satisfaction,"
Nixon wrote Lodge, "of knowing
that you have done all that imagination and dedication to peace
can accomplish."
Lodge, 67, was the 1960 vice
presidential nominee on the Republican ticket headed by Nixon
as the presidential nominee.

0FS plans January action
Appointments to the Ohio Faculty Senate (OFS) may be completed
this week, If Cuyahoga Community College and Akron University
name their representatives as scheduled, said Dr. Michael A. Moore,
professor of history and chairman of the OFS steering committee.
With the final number of delegates to total between 76-80, OFS
may be ready for official action by January, Dr. Moore added.
"Maybe I'm being optimistic," he said, "but I'm hoping our first
meeting will be in January."
OFS wUl formulate policies and recommendations to consider
appropriate actions on matters of public higher education In the
state.
Revisions of the Ohio Board of Regents Master Plan which was
originated in the early 1960's, may be among the first issues to be
discussed, Dr. Moore suggested. The plan deals with the .projection
of state assisted higher education.
"This Issue seems to be tailor-made for the Ohio Faculty Senate,
and we win be proposing revisions," he said. "For example, I
think we may be concerned with determining the emphasis to be
placed on technical education, or deciding what are faculty responsibilities in higher education. We win be looking ahead to determine
what the educational stresses should be In the '70's".
Besides Dr. Moore, Dr. Charles Mott, assistant professor of
business administration, and Warren Aller^ associate professor of
music, will represent Bowling Green on OFS.
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letters to the editor
Calls editorial 'biased collection of words9

Who says so?
Who makes University policy? And when il is mude, who is told
about the decision?
These questions urise time and time again when someone has u
grievance, and quite often administrators contradict themselves
about specific policies.
The most recent example stems from the Student Council bill to
have the Health Center provide birth control pills for anyone who
wants them.
Dr. James liond, vice president of student affairs, said it was
a decision to be mude by Dr. James 01ms, director of the Health
Center.
Dr. 01ms, in return, said he did not know it was his decision
to make.
Dr. Bond further said that the only regulation governing the status of a pregnant student is that she move out of University housing.
Mut I-'ayctta Paulsen, associate dean of students, said she
must leave the University and apply for rcadmission after the
child is born.
It is obvious that one of three things is happening:
1. High administrators are making policy and are not informing
those below them about the decisions.
2. Those lower administrators who actually enforce policy are
ignoring the decisions of their higher-ups.
3. There is no University policy in some areas und decisions
arc being made on a haphazard basis as situations arise.
If any one ol the three possibilities described above holds
true, some changes must be made immediately.
First, all University policy must be set down in writing and be
made easily available for all to see.
Second, and most important, a University-wide community council must be established to review policy decisions to muke sure
they coincide with established and written University policy.
It will also be necessary for the community council to take a
close look at University policy as it exists now (assuming, of
course, that someone knows what it is) to see if it is fair and is
not repressive.

As an Introduction to this reply on your November 18 editorial, titled "Misuses Loyalty", I will
bluntly state that It was bordering one of the most
biased collections of words and phrases that I've
ever read. I will take the liberty to comment on
Just a few examples.
To begin with perhaps the reverse Is true about
"who gives a damn" In this nation — the President
or the stereotype demonstrators who pose as such
concerned humanitarians over the war Issue.
To those who feel they have a legitimate protest,
I partially exclude absolute criticism. They are allowed ample room, like myself, for open and constructive criticism.
But to those who feel It their privilege, through
this precious right of free expression, to misuse
It by undermining the foundation that made this nation what It Is, then I oppose them to the hilt.
Sound too "red, white, and blue" for some? Well,
that's Just tough I
Who Is President Nixon supposed to represent In
mis nation — the majority who elected him or a
handful of misguided protestors who deem they have
the right to speak for the rest of us?
Perhaps a few more men reflecting a tint of the
views of McCarthyslm would be a bit more than
healthy for this country. A well-organized and constructive "commie purge" Just might reduce some
of the "heat In the kitchen", considering some of
the ultra left-wing factions struggling for political,
social, and economic control In the nation at the
present time.
If you want to be so brave as to equate Vice
President Agnew with what you may call the ultraright, then be fair enough to categorize such men
as David Hawk ( a member of the steering committee of the pro-Communist New Mobilization Committee and a leader In the Vietnam Moratorium Committee).

luatmetm

He has made some rather "scarlet" statements
regarding U.S. foreign policy. Take some time to
analyze the records of this dubious character.
Who has really divided America? It's hardly fair
to say that Nixon Is responsible for It In spite of
what our criticism of his policy may be. As a fact
of Interest, Nixon didn't get us lnvoved In that war
which Is drastically dividing Americans. Think!
What makes you such an authority to say that
President Nixon Is not guiding the nation In a "prudent manner" through his present Vietnam policy?
If the 77% are adhering to his policy, then what
gives you the. sanctioned right to say that they are
wrong?
If I sound |i bit gallant and over-authoratlve in
my remarks jperhaps It is due to the fact that for
one year I was part of a 500,000 fighting minority,
who, in his own small but slgnflcant way (rather morbid at times) felt he was prolonging the rights and
privileges of the still patriotic silent majority.
And yes — even protecting the same rights and
privileges of the ungrateful few who through bold
Ignorance and treasonary audacity think they are
alleviating injustice and bloodshed by waving enemy
flags and mutilating that piece of garnished cloth
that many still honor as Old Glory.
To most of us vete.-ans these people aren't humanitarians as they pose to be, but blundering and revolting fools, and Ignorant on the issue, to say
the very least
Again I do not aim this criticism at the concerned
citizen who has his right to peaceful dissent, but
to those who feel they have the right to undermine
and destroy what many of us have sacrificed to preserve.
In conclusion I would like to reiterate that perhaps If more discretion dominated the editorials
then they wouldn't be nearly so repulsive. Saplentl
Mtl
Peter Wllhelm
111 Kohl Hall

•WE HEAR YOU'VE IEEN WRITING PORNOGRAPHY AGAIN!'

Business steps ahead
The College of Husiness Administration is taking an innovative
first step for Howling Green with its plans to initiate professor
evaluation by students.
Until now all the initiative behind a professor - course evaluation program was taken by students. Most administrators and
cleans approved of the students' plans but did little else.
The Husiness College has recognized that the only possible
means to secure un effective, genuine appraisal of its faculty is
to go to the students.
There is no complete analysis of professors available on which
to base promotion, salary and general worth without evaluation
of the professor by those he teaches.
The student is the product and the professor is the producer,
in a manner of speaking, and to assess the producer's worth it is
necessary to let the product speak for itself.
The College of Husiness Administration is not the only college
in the University which sees the value of student evaluation of
professors, but it is the first to abandon tradition and act, rnther than merely talk on the issue.
The College of Liberal Arts and Education are by nature assumed to be the truil bluzers in anything progressive.
Hut they would do well to get off their haunches and follow the
example set by the College of Husiness Administration.

Registration suggestion
Improvements are suggested in this University's undergraduate
registration program every year, und slowly the grueling process
is becoming less of a cutastrophe.
Another suggestion is in order this year in an effort to eliminate the perpetual and outlandishly long line of students waiting
to register for education courses.
Two tables should be employed -- dividing the department into
either 300 and 100 level courses, or secondary and elementary
majors.

'Silence' takes a loss
The "silent majority" lost last week.
After the President's Nov. 3 speech, he received 52,000 telegrams supporting him. A half a million people went to Washington to protest the war.
It is a much greater commitment to travel hundreds of miles and
brave cold weather for a whole day than it is to walk to the local
Western Union office and send a telegram.
By sheer weight of numbers und commitment, it is plain to see
that more people support an immediate withdrawal than support
Nixon's "more of the same" policy.

Not impressed by letter
I am a member of this university community too, like Mr. Jackson, but unlike him I was Impressed
(and proud)
when
the vicepresident of another university was
willing to take the time to compliment our student body.
I was, however, not Impressed
by the remarks of Mr. (ackson
in his letter on the 18th of No-

vember, and I don't believe the
majority of students on this campus were either.
Miami's vice-president, JohnE.
Dollbols was here for a football
game not to evaluate ihe academics at Bowling Green. In the course
of the game, however, he and his
party noticed a well mannered,
well dressed, and patriotic student
body

-
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Something they must not see often or he wouldn't have bothered
to comment on it. It's a lot rougher to take the time to be good
mannered and patriotic than to take
the other road.
I'm proud of B G and I like
the conservative attitude here; it
promotes learning -- not rioting,
and it teaches respect and consideration for others.
Mr. Jackson says he's "heard
of no scientific breakthrough
which shows a positive correlation
between being well-dressed, patriotic, polite, a rah rah man and
being creative, Inquisitive and
questioning—."
I do, because all the things he
mentioned build" character and a
man is first Judged by what he
Is then by what he knows. It's
easy to "cop-out" today but it's
hard to conform to what Is right.
Jim Kaltsh
Delta UpsUon
SMWSf

Sorry
A correction of yesterday's
editorial, "Trustee Commended," is in order. It was mistakenly stated that three seniors were appointed to the
screening committee to find
a new University president.
In fact, there are only two
seniors on the committee—
Student Body President Gregory Thatch is a Junior.
The News apologizes for Its
mistake, but Its criticism of
seating seniors rather than
underclassmen on the committee still stands.
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Selection of entertainment
ruled by popularity status

Bowling Green High School it staging a production of The
Music Man this weekend in the Junior High Auditorium. Performances are at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Pictured left is Scott Dudley. Joe Butler, right portrays the Music Man.
■•From Associated Press

'Jorr.j-ilad by-rjcWd ''rice-

Secret arms talks continue
HELSINKI (AP)-The United States and the Soviet Union ended yesterday a cautious first week of arms curb talks and kept the rest of
the world wondering how the chances look for reining in the nuclear
arms race.
Both sides are maintaining absolute silence on matters discussed
at their relatively brief meetings.
U.S. and Soviet negotiators spent 100 minutes together at the neoclassical Soviet Embassy. The only known result was that they agreed
to meet again Monday, this time at the American EMBASSY.
Conference sources said this first phase of the talks could last
anywhere from several weeks up until shortly before Christmas.
It Is billed as preliminary, but substantive Issues could be discussed.
The U.S and Soviet delegations have been outdoing each other In
goodwill gestures, bu t there Is no way of knowing whether these
reflect favorable developments In the talks or are simply a polite
front.

Arabs, Lebanon renew clash
HEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-Arab guerrillas and Lebanese troops waged
a gun battle In the southern, town of Nabatleyeh yesterday, shattering
the calm restored earlier this month In a secret peace pact.
Lebanese military spokesmen said three guerrillas were killed
and six were wounded, while six Lebanese soldiers were wounded,
one seriously.
In Israel, security force's announced the arrest of 40 Arabs lna
major roundup of suspected terrorists operating In northern Israel,
occupied Jordan and the Gaza Strip. Six of the suspects were Israeli
Arabs accused of blowing up apartment buildings, pipelines and other
installations in the port city of Haifa.
The fighting in Lebanon was the first reported major clash between
the guerrillas and the army since a secret peace agreement negotiated In Cairo Nov. 3 ended two weeks of clashes in which more than
6 persons were killed and more than 100 were wounded.

UAO plans
outing; cancels
NY excursion
The Union Activities Organization will sponsor its annual Christmas shopping trip to Columbus
Saturday, December 6. The New
York shopping and theater trip,
originally scheduled for Dec 12,
has been cancelled because too
few students signed up.
The bus trip to Lazarus department store In Columbus will cost
$5.60. An additional $1.50 Is charged for a box lunch.
The bus will leave the Union
Oval at 8 a.m. and will arrive In
Columbus at 10:30 a.m. It will
leave Columbus at 4:30 that afternoon to return to Bowling Green.
Lazarus will provide guides and
shopping bags. Shoppers are on
their own in the store, according
to a UAO spokesman.
Approximately twenty students
have signed up so far. Students
can sign up In the UAO office
until Dec. 3.

University students are often critical about the lack of entertainment on campus. Peter Vail, director of the Union Activities Organization, yesterday reiterated
his concern about the problem.
"In selecting entertainment, we
look at campus opinion polls, UAO
polls, and consider recommendations from the performing arts
committee," said Vail.
The UAO is In constant touch
with agencies who supply them with
information
about when performers are available and how
much they charge.
When questioned about the high
ticket prices for concerts, Vail
said, "The acts make It this way.
They demand a high guarantee of
money and therefore we must have
ticket pricing which will meet the
demand."
He noted other schools charge
less because their arenas have a
larger seating capacity than Bowling Green's. He cited Kent State
University and the University of
Michigan as specific examples.
He' said there is difficulty in
scheduling rock groups because of
the flexibility In popularity.
"We could schedule the 'Chicago Transit
Authority'
and
'Creedence Clearwater Revival'
for April but by then who knows
how popular they may be," Vail
said. The "Association" was booked before the recent student opinion poll. In the poll, the group
was named to be one of several
acts students would like to see
at Bowling Green.
The possibility of a folk concert Is currently being explored
by the UAO. Vail mentioned Gordon Llghtfoot as a possible choice.
Vail was disappointed with the
recent "Blood Sweat, and Tears"
concert.
He said, "They had no rapport
with the audience and merely
came In, played, and promptly
left."
Vail said he recently attended
a meeting of the National Entertainment Committee. The organization is primarily focusing its
attention on the high prices demanded by performers for college
appearances.
"The organization has the poten-

tlal to be extremely Important in
so much as the college circuit is
now the major market for entertainers," said Vail.
He asked anyone desiring to

voice an opinion as to whom they
would like
to see perform at
Bowling Green to contact either
Barbara Miller 21930 or Bill
Steven, 23367.

BAKER'S
Best Western Motel

m

AIR CONDITIONING
SWIMMING POOL
TV IN ROOMS

/•'

U.S. 6 Byposs and
old U.S. 25
PHONE 353-7114
for reservations

$$$ MONEY $$$
-xceptional Opportunity for College Sophomores, Juniors, or
Seniors! Tired of working lon.j liours with low pay?
Marshal Fields Family Entetprises is conducting a Nationwide
-xponsion program w/o few selected openings for college students.

Earn at least $50. per
week with incentive bonus
program.
Part time employment
with flexible hours and
on the job training program
We are looking for
high caliber young men and
women, who would like a
permanent part time job
through-out their co'lege
career.
. o arrange for a
oersnnal interview wit!i
our college employment
director. Call IMMEDIATELY
Findloy - 423-7700 cV or
evening.

- STUDENTS DIRECT CAMPUS SERVICE TO:

Cleveland - Columbus Springfield
Dayton - Cincinnati and Detroit
for Thanksgiving Recess
CALL THE WOOSTER SHOP
for information & reservations PH. 353-5982

SIG EPS SAY
GH Pledges
are

GOLDEN!

!
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Wy Bramt pmrkmr and Johnny hart
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' WHERE MCME PONG BECOMES AN EVENT!
AlWAYS T* FIMST
IN SCWW FAM

Hoynswortb
vote today

^^T~~—«*c^J^^r~?fc=» FUU ST8K0 SOUND

lOUDCS NEVKST AM
MOST COAvfORTAlU THtATHtS
| GUNT WAIL TO WUl SCREENS
-' A NEW CONCEPT OF LUXURV (NTERTAINMENT
-JSOO Sicoeio . Aejeceat i, WeiraeM Mueeia* Area . 4M-1HI TOttDOO.
"Paint Your Wagon"

Lee Marvin-Clint Eastwood
Matinees Wad. Sat., & Sun.
Reserved Seats Available
DIST'.::--..'ISKEE AN;

3AR!::a

'»: r .;A:-C"
KI-:~ PVLLEA SE::TA L-THOEB
THIS F- ICTl'RE HA""E:L"> "X"

carEMA3

FINAL WEEK
"BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID"
Paul Newman
Thlt picture rated "A1."

I
f

IF YOU DIG

3 Merrily.
4 Fiddler crab.
5 Pecans.
Ilj AlviM Aeabr
0 Crawl.
7 Person
ACROSS
M More
examined.
prurient.
H Subterran1 Accessory,
Ml Affirming
ean
ft Business
openly.
cemetery.
connection.
02 Tonsured.
y Shrub genus.
IS Buy.
f.3 Hclallate.
10 Isthmus.
10 Circlets.
04 Amalgama11 Count.
17 Intellectual
. lions.
12.Surveyor's
tastes.
05 River
instrument.
11 Tangible.
derrick.
13 Breadth.
IB Bribe.
14 Producers.
DOWN
20 Downfall.
21 Turkish title1 Name.
22 Dark.
of respect.
2 Klllerlng val.
23 Genus of
cetaceans.
25 Sweet, juicy
fruit.
2fi NurslliiH.
27 Girl's name.
29 C. American
tree yielding:
nil.
.HI iliiuiiher.
SI A sting ray.
33 Instrument
for measuring electric
current.
36 1'ieces out.
37 I.Jiini'h. .
.IftGun
platform.
12 Fragrances.
411 Purchasing
public.
47 high note.
40 Grunt.
51) Mother of
Castor.
.~>l Make a great
noise.
53 Short-billeil
rail.
.1 Hum,in I.in
coin.
■55 Grasshopper-eating
animal.
• TU4 laUrprtsM, Inc., IMS
57 Quarrel.

PUZZLE

WASHINGTON (AP)-Two more
senators declared themselves one
for and one against Thursday on
the Supreme Court nomination of
Clement F. Haynesworth Jr. But
the outcome continued to rest with
members whose positions may not
be known until the roll Is called
today.
The AP poll showed 42 commltted against and 13 undecided.
GOP Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania, most prominent Republican among the uncomltted,
said he made up his mind several weeks ago but has told no
one.
"This Is the hardest vote I have
ever had to cast," he said.
Scott denied that there has been
any pressure on him from the
White House or nay administration officials.
The Senate Is scheduled to convene at 11 a.m.

41 Eagerness*
for action.
43 Vacuous
contemplation.
44 Plan.
45 Tottering
movement.
48 Citadel of
the gods.
51 rnuualilicd.
52 Wild oat.
H Telegraph
cable.
M Purpose.
StWllch.
01 I'nlte.

24 Branch of
mathematics.
20 Knobs or
studs.
21 Couples.
30 Instructs.
32 Clear profll.
34 Kxtincl
flightless
bird.
30 Administrators.
38 Making of
blunders.
3» Boiling.
40 Minimlier.

SolaU.B ef Yesterday's Pesile
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Archibald V. McLees

WHY

01T Y-KINB

PHI NT

iPinnn rarrmRnnnnnn
iiriMi'i iir.u.ii.iii
PJUMH HUIII:IH

i.ii.int.1
UHMM

NKPN

PROSNAW

RUN A

SHXOE.

Yesterday's cryptogram: See-through togs
sure sheer nonsense.

MO-TOWN MUSIC,
DON'T MISS
THE FANTASTIC
SOUL SOUNDS

CARLYZEL,

Fealty art show

THINKIN OF WHEN
YOU WERE BORN.
HAPPY 21STI

OF

EGOR

THE FABULOUS
UPSETTERS

The annual faculty art show will
open Sunday in the Fine Arts Gallery of the Art Building.
Art will be on display from 8 a. m.
to 5 p.m.( Monday through Friday, and from 2 p.m. to S p.m.
on Saturdays and Sundays, through
December 14.
An opening day reception will
be held from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday in the Art Building.

FOR ENJOYMENT IN EATING OUT

MARKV

COMING
DEC. 5
THE PAUPERS

Now Playing
Entertainment

Fri & Sat
8:00 till 1:00

————i—

live Entertainment
Tues. thru Sat.

OLDIES BUT GOODIES
SM.

tfcra Wtd.l

NO COVER!
FOR SWINGERS
FROM 18 TO 80

WE HAVE
3.2
DRAUGHT
BEER

4iMk£

Open Sunday
from 1 1 <i.»n. U> 7 p.m.
•
Dining Room
Open Monthly thru I'riday

[NOON DAY
SPECIALS
$1.25

HAPPY
HOURS

Cocktail Lounge
Till 1 a.m. Nightly

4*00 TO 5l00

lUmpiet Room I or All Occasions

DAILY

Regular Menu At All Times

11 a.m. to 10:30p.m.
- Saturday till 11 p.m.

DANNY'S

HIDEAWAY

893 S. Main
ACROSS FROM BARGAIN CITY

1
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Council passes 'pill bill'

t*9 happening today
Friday

OHIO PEACE ACTCN COUNCIL

U.A.O.

Will hold an organizational meeting for those wishing to actively
participate In OPAC at 8 p.m. in
the Dogwood Suite, Union.

Will present campus movies
"Harper" and "Alfle." "Harper"
will be shown at 6 p.m. and again
at 10 p.m. and "Alfle" will be run
at 8 p.m. in the Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Admission Is free
with ID.
HOCKEY
BGSU leers vs. Ohio University
at 7:30 p.m. In the Ice Arena.
HOOTENANNY
Sponsored for charity by Mooney
Hall at 9 p.m. In the Dogwood
Suite, Union. Admission Is 25
cents.

Saturday
U.A.O.
Will present campus movies
"Alfle" and "Harper." "Alfle"
will be presented at 6 p.m. and
10 p.m. and "Harper" will be
shown at 8 p.m. In the Main
Auditorium, University Hail.

CAMPUS BRIDGE CLUB
Will hold Its last duplicate match
for fall quarter In the Ohio Suite,
Union, at 1:30 p.m. All bridge
members are eligible to participate.
MOVIES OF THE 30'S AND 40'S
Will present "The Great Lie"
and- "The Ladjl Eve" at 1:30p.m.
In 103 Hanna Hall.

Moiday
VESPERS
Annual Thanksgiving Vespers
Service will be at 6 p.m. In Prout
Chapel.

FOOTBALL
Falcons vs. Northern Illinois at
1:30 p.m., Doyt L. Perry Field.

Business Law 416, section 1363,
has been cancelled due to the small
number of students enrolling.
BA 403, (Government and Business), section 1293, however, has
been opened.
Students in the
other two BA 403 courses are
urged to transfer to the new section.
The transfer can be accomplished by drop and add slips this
week at registration.

VATAN'S Import and Gifts

paper.
Charging that "Student Council's
views are usually not adequately
reported," the bill provides that
council will select the editorial
staff responsible for the publication of the paper.
According to Marano, the news-

paper will provide better communications by stating Student Council
views on various subjects, as well
as provide an additional outlet for
writing talent.
"It will be almost like having
another newspaper on campus,"
Marano said.

SPECIAL!!
5 HAMBURGERS
$1.00
Fri - Sat Sun
at
"Try our new Jumbo SheP'

Burger Chef

510 E. Wooster

GARY I. HAGER STUDIOS

Order now for Christwas
Creative Photography

166 S. Main
Mother of Pearl Neclcloces
Mosaic Boxes

HOCKEY
aGSU Falcons vs. Ohio University at 7:30 p.m. In the Ice Arena.

Busirfss majors

PRE-THANKSGIVING SALE

RIFLE MATCH
BGSU Varsity Rifle Club vs.
Youogstown University Rifle Team
at 10 a.m. at the Fraternal Order
of Police Range, Wood County
Fairgrounds. Admission Is free.

(Continued from Page 1)
According to the bill, Council
Is to provide funds for printing
enough of the leaflets to be distributed in residence halls and
the commuter center. In addition,
the leaflet Is to be printed In an
advertisement in the BG News.
Harper estimated that the total
cost
of this project would be
slightly more than $700.
The other communications bill,
submitted by Harper and Representatives Tony Marano, Art Toalston and Eric Furry, would establish a Student Council news-

Persian Lamb Hats
Bedspread*

WERE NOW
, 22.80 13.80
S14.6A 11.90
11.60 10.3C
10.45 9.00
23.70 19.65
4.40 3.15

SAVE
9.0C"

Custo'ti Fra'tiing

2.70
1.30
1.45
4.05
1.25

353-5885

I-ay a way Now for Christmas
(Special Order: Rattlesnake Belts)

Siiday
KARATE CLUB
Midwest Gojlr-Kal will hold
their fall promotional review from
6 to 8 p.m. In the Men's Gym.
Members of 11 karate clubs will
take part. Admission Is free.
VARSITY CLUB
Will meet In the Pheasant Room,
Union, at 4 p.m.
YOUNG AMERICANS
FOR FREEDOM
Will
hold an organizational
meeting In the Perry Room, Union,
at 6 p.m. There will be a discussion on the Ending of the War in
Vietnam Program and plans for
future projects and speakers.

GraroixdaWxs

JUDY
JbGGERS
3*24 ftuw&r-Up
BotDrtSSBc. &,>|
roar Si'sfais

INTO
THE THICK OF IT
...and be highly pleased with this knit.
Somewhat thicker in the hand than the
breezeweights of summer, somewhat
warmer. But withall, light and rightly
styled for an autumnwith-slacks. (We,
supply them, too.) In favoured colours.

When it comes to lending cheer to the
grandstand shiverer, this is it. Our stadium coat leads in lineage (tailored
with taste), in cold-devouring wool,
backed with pile, in the many occasions
outside the Saturday contest for which
it will be invaluable. Cheer yourself
with one.

THE DEN
THE DEN
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SENIORS
TODAY
IS
THE
LAST
DAY
RETURN YOUR
KEY PROOFS
TO
RM. 310
OF THE
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

HUSTLE!
(Hide English
lish n Chip
^hnppr .'

Fish 'n Chip Dinner
.89
King Pak 1.49
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
SERVED
AMERICAN STYLE
1616 E. Woosfer

•

TGIF SALE

atfK

BOOK SALE
FRIDAY ONLY
9 - 5:30

WIDE SELECTION OF
PAPERBACKS
AND

HARDBOUNDS
25* - *l 00

Stadium View Plaza

Phone:352-0932

Bee Gee Bookstore
Across from Harshman
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Husband-wife team: a 'vanishing breed9
Two rooms of the new psychology building will be occupied by
doctors with the same last names.
They are BGSU's husband-wife
psychology team, Doctors Olln and
Patricia Smith.
The Smiths see themselves as
a vanishing breed of general psychologists. Mrs. Smith, an Industrial psychologist, has worked for
Aetna Life and Affiliated Companies as well as the Dutch government.

Mrs. Patricia Smith

Defense loans
National Defense Student
Loans and Educational Opportunities grant checks will
be available Dec. 1-5 at
the Office of Student Financial Aid, 305 Student Services Building.
■¥£¥:&¥*■:

mttrnxm;:

Mr. Smith has co-authored two
books and has also authored numerous articles which have appeared
In The American Journal of Psychology.
The Smiths!, who chose Bowling
Green because of It's fine psychology department, feel that the
University Is establishing a strong
reputation for Itself In the Midwest.
Mrs. Smith, who loves to teach,
feels she Is contributing to help
In the training of psychologists
for the useful work of relieving
our major social problems. Both
the Smiths feel so strongly about
this commitment that they recently rejected a $75,000 Industrial
grant to work In Detroit and Toledo as Job evaluators of Job performance tests given to underprivileged persons.
The Smiths have chosen to teach
future
psychology professors
because of the new role of professors to put this emerging science Into a comprehensible and
organized form.
This, they believe, Is extremely
Important since Introductory psychology Is now the second most
requested course In American colleges.
Mrs. Smith, with the aid of her
husband, has already developed a
graduate course to train prospective psychology professors.

Dr. and Mrs. Olin Smith discuss computer print-out with two graduate students in psychology

See Our
Large
Selection
of Christmas
Gifts

--Best sellers & other gift
items
--Joan Anglund Books &

dolls
--Rod McKuen Poems
-BGSU Blankets
--Mugs & Glassware
--L.E. Mason Desk Acces.
-Jackets & Shirts
-College jewelry
--Recordings & tapes
--Stationary
--Christmas Cards & wrapping paper

It crams information . . . and
insight. A wealth of it every morn ing. Which is why The Plain
Dealer is Ohio's largest newspaper. AP, Los Angeles Times/
Washington Post, and New York
Times News Services. Nationally
syndicated columnists— Buckley,
Buchwald, Reston, Rowan.
Sports and fashion experts keep
you where it's at. Subscribe to
The Plain Dealer while you're at
college. We'll deliver your copy
before class the morning of publication. Stay where it's at. With
the PD.
Contact Loring Todd,
your PD campus representative.
Phone: 354-3572
He's dying for a study break.

AND MORE!
Bring Your
Christmas
Shopping Lists
Back to
Campus

Happy

Thanksgiving
from

University
Bookstore
The Plain Dealer if
THE STARTER.

An independent Uu-.ini

Student Services
Building
K

<o/u
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call 2-4609 by Nov. 23.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Will do typing. Call 354-9584 467
S. Summit St. Apt. 56.

AX pledges are high for the Kappa
Stg teal!

FRIDAY AFTERNOON AT THE
C.I. THE "RAIL" PLAYING. NO
DOOR CHARGE.

"Gloom-Chasers" are available
at the Union Little Shop
TOMORROW SEE THE OHD MICHIGAN GAME ON TV AT THE
C.L EAT LUNCH HERE. HOT
DOGS AND SAUERKRAUT ONLY
5?.
Hey - wanna' buy a mlnUrlg 18"
by 20", real cool. Call Mark
2-5543, or come and see it,
Rodgers 334.
CHRISTMAS HAS NOT CANCELLED IT'S APPEARANCE AT
BG! LaSalle's Christmas college

night Is coming soon. Keep your
eye on the "news" for further
details gang!

the football game. The Buffalo window painters.

Jim: I heard It through the grapevine that we'll have a swinging
time at Chee Omunga! Love, Alice.

To Prince Handsome - You may
have lost a little sis, but you
gained a blind go-go girl. Have a
"Hell" of a time tonight - I plan
to. Lois Lane.

J. Pooh: Let's don't monkey
around, we'll go "ape" at Chee
Omunga! Love, M.H.

Help Cliff stay alive. Call B1U
at 2-5036.

To Joe the shot putter and Fred
the pole vaulter - good luck In

HOOF - You've finally made It Happy 21st!l Take care - Much
Love, Fluffy.

WHEN IT'S TIME
TO GIVE A
THOUGHT TO
CHRISTMAS
THINK OF US!

ters.
TONIGHT: Free drinks with any
Pizza at Jac & Do's Call 3525149 for free delivery.
Hey Chi O's - Think Chee Omunga
- Baby Owls.
Try our mouthwatering Hoagles at
Jac & Do's call 352-5149 for free
delivery.
Wanted - Ride to and from
Chicago over Thanksgiving. Call
Helen 372-3669.
,

Bring your girl and eat your pizza
by firelight at Jac & Do's across
from Harsh man.

New York to London - Summer
Vacation trips - Round trip $169.
Now filling - small deposit and
payments - send for free details.
Student Globe Roamers, Box 6575
Hollywood, Florida 33021.

Papers typed: Call Psnnv at 3521984.
,,

Phi Delta & DZ says GO NUTS
at the car smash Saturday.

Judy we are proud of you for a
Job well done: Love your KD sis-

Would transfer students who are
affiliates of Alpha XI Delta, please

Ride needed to Denver 354-3381.
Will share expenses.

Kohl - Lowry Present

GRUB-IN
Featuring THE RAIL9
A Be.r Host H.ld li Tit
Hydrulic ROOM
OI Sot. Now 22
8:00 to 1:00 AM
Be.r, dooclof, rofrosiMOots, food.
TREADWAY, HARMON, MOONEY
WEST INVITED FOR A
50* COVER CHARGE

■IN THE UNION-

Cooks, waitresses, fountain help
and bus boys Pleas'n Foods, Inc.
taking applications Thurs. & Frl.
9:30 AM - 5:00 PM. Nov. 20, 21st.
Experience desired, but not necessary. Will train. Reasonable
scheduling for students, good pay.
Sed Mr. Scroggs, Mgr. 278 S.
Main St., BG.

-

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF Introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
PM - 10:30 PM. seven days a
week 352-5330.
Ride needed to Pittsburgh Thanksgiving, will pay. Call Pat, 2-3387
after 7.
Phi Tau's - Get high for the pregame raver Saturday! Alpha Chi's.
FRIDAY - Alpha Chi and Sigma
Chi pledges are gonna rally tonlte.
Double room for male students,
145 S. Enterprise, 353-8241.
Male roommate wanted next two
quarters to share two man apartment Inquire after 6, 126 Liberty.
We love our Delta Zeta ActlvesT
Hope you have the Happiest
Thanksgiving ever! The Neurotic
Nine.
College Students Interested In a
part time job with a good Income
and future call collect 1-216-477(Turn to Page 9)

••••••••••••••••*••••••••••*••••••••••••••••*••*

j GRAND OPENING j

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••it*************

3415 Dorr St.
(Between Byne & Secor)
The
Draught House
is a
college club
owned and
operated by

Open Every
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

college individuals
for the
college
crowd.

SUNDAY
WEDNESDAY

8:00 till 1:00
Just 25 min. from BG via Rt. 7b
within walking distance from T U.

Friday - Nov. 21
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Classifieds
(Continued from Page 8)
0265 or 1-216-832-B417.
Koo and Gimp- WhSvt a surprise'?!
Congrats to you both - Waterwings.
Ride available to Miami Beach,
Florida. Leaving Dec. 11 must
be able to drive 4 speed & share
expenses. Gary 352-0842.
CHRISTMAS
HAS NOT CANCELLED IT'S APPEARANCE AT
BG! LaSalle's Christmas College
night Is coming soon. Keep your
eye on the "news" for further
details gang!
D.G.'s - Thanks for the great
orphan party, and the good times
we had Wednesday. The Delts.
Merle, Happy 19 2/3 ... Old age
Is coming soon! Cynthia.
Thanx DU Pledges for the wild
bod-palntlng party! DZ Pledges.
D.G.D's of 1968 - MOO!!! Happy
Founder's Day. We had a pretty
good year. One down, three to
go - Remember, you donta glva
damn!!!!!!!! ,

your lavallerlng!! Sigma ( M Pledges.

CENTER, 1895W.25thSt.-Cleve.,
Ohio. Record Tapes.

686-4384 evenings.

2876 ask for James Hopple.

Kathy - a belated Congrats on your
engagement - Love your KD sisters.

Flying teapots say GO WILD at the
DZ and Phi Delta Theta car smash
Sat.

Wanted: Apartment for 2 or 3 male
students winter i. spring quarters.
Ph. 372-1543.

New Mexico -- I agree!! Let it
be - Soon!!! - Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE OR RENT

Two female roommates needed for
winter quarter or for the rest of
the year at Apartment 22 Greenview. I.' interested please call
352-2295.

Other half of fantastic 4 get high
for Sat.
MONDAY NOVEMBER 24th at the
C.I. last big night before the break
the PRIMARY COLORS playing
plus, "ITS YOUR THING NIGHT,"
SAME
AS WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY.
Hootenanny tonight! 9:00 In the
Dogwood Suite. $.25 donation for
welfare and dependent children.
Don't ydo' wish you could buy all
your Xmas presents for a quarter?
RECORDS! Oldies 20,000 In stock.
Send $.35 for 2,000 listing catalogue. Mall orders filled. RECORD

Wanted beginning wlntei quarter
student to live In. Free room and
board In exchange for babysitting
and light cleaning. Must love children Call 352-0615.
Federlco Garcia Classical Guitar
& Case. Best offer near S150. 317
Bromfleld, 2-3678.
Haley's Motor Sales. Good run
about cars $50 and up across from
the Everglades on 25.
Available for 2nd quarter large
1 room apt. for male grad student or instructor. Private bath
& entrance & off street parking.
Phone daytimes 354-2782.
For Sale: 1965 Pacemaker movlle
home, 10' x 50', 2 bedrooms. Call

Kooms available
immediately
across from Founders. 354-4305
or 352-1692.
1967 MGB convertible, good cond.
- must sell, will wholesale 3537189 after 5.
Male Grad. student wants responsible roommate to share apt. 3543381.
1966 Pontlac Catallna Convertible
for sale - S1.000 - call 372-

For Sale: A Royal iaiarl, portable typewriter. Call 372-1434.
Roommate needed winter 4. spring
qtr. walking distance from campus. Call Nell 352-5747.
For Sale: 2 month old stereo.
2-4"x6" speakers. Almost new.
Only S65. - Must Sell! Call Karl
at 2-5130.
Kappa Slgs: Wine, Women and
song - What more could thou ask"
See you at 3 - Alpha Chl's

Little Pleasures
124 N. Main Street

CAR $WSW 11

D.U. BUI: Remember homecoming?
Saturday night will top that!!
Your Alpha Gam.
Can Koleen Pressler find true
happiness with a "Rabbit"? We
think so. . .Congrats on your lavalierlng Love - Holly and Chris.
Slg Greg: Prepare for your Sat
nlte mugging as ah Alpha Gam convict. (A warning from your convict)
AEP1 Brothers In 525 A: How does
Sat. Nlte sound for you convicts??
Your Alpha Gam Jailbirds.
Congratulations Sweet William and
Peaches on your Kappa Slg pinning. "711 A".
Congratulations Sam and Carolyn
on your Slg Ep pinning He "likes"
her. Your Roomies.
Chris Troskl: Quit "Picking your
seat" - The card shark returns!
One quarter of fantastic four, Love
to have you at 235.

WKtJRtf TO
j
CHARITY I

Colorful Greek Bags
FIVE DOLLARS

Congratulations Marl and Bill on

ARE THESE MEN?
MCY and Grove Press Present

THE QUEEN
Tonight and Saturday Night
105 Hanna

7:30 - 9:30
admission $1.00
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Seek team title

Varsity thumps
Runners set for nationals frosh in preview
By JOHN MASS
Sports Writer

A six-man team will represent
Bowling Green In the National
Collegiate Championships In Van
Cortland Park In New York City
Monday.
The National Collegiate Championships Is the meet of the year,
featuring all the top teams of the
country as well as the fastest
Individual runners. Coach Mel
Brodt thinks that the harriers
have earned the honor of parti-

cipating as a team after capturing the MAC title this season.
"They deserve the right to go,"
said coach Brodt. "It's the prerogative that the champion of
the MAC partakes In the NCC."
"Some teams have difficulty in
going, but our team deserves to
get their feet wet," stated Brodt.
The Falcons have a young team
and the nationals will give them
experience for future big league
meets.
There were 49 Universities represented at the nationals last

DOMINO'S
IS TALKING ABOUT...

ANY KIND OF PIZZA
YOU WISH
$ 50
OFF REGULAR PRICE!
NOW THROUGH DECEMBER 13.

FOR
FAST, FREE DELIVERY

CALL 352-5221
The Domino People
are Pizza People, Period.

year with 217 runners. BG was
represented by Sid Sink and captain Paul Talklngton who both ran
well. Sink, only a sophomore then,
gained 9th place, for an All-Amerlcan 'title ranking and Talklngton
finished 45th.
The team winner of the last
three years has been Vlllanova,
University. The Falcon harriers
will be running In a field of around 24 full teams consisting of
five men each. Some of the main
contenders are Vlllanova, StanFord, Kansas, Minnesota, and Connecticut.
The last time a full team was
sent from BG was 1964, and they
placed 18th . In 1963 a group
of Falcons placed the highest of any
Falcon team at 13th.
The six runners that will be
representing Bowling Green are
Sid Sink, sophomores Tom Ferstle,
Dave Wottle, Dave Olson, and
freshmen Tracy Elliott, and Steve
Danforth. These six were pacesetters as BG captured the MAC
crown and placed fifth In the Central Collegiate Championships,
An outcome for the harriers Is
hard to pinpoint at this time because they were recently defeated
in the CCC by teams that they
beat for the MAC title.
"I can't make a prediction at
this time," said cross country tutor Mel Brodt, keeping his fingers
crossed, "there are too many runners competing, and all you can do
is hope, but surprises are nice."

Fitld bockty tolas
practice for ttinty
On Sunday, from 12-4 p.m., a
practice session for teams three
and four of the recently-selected
Great Lakes Women's Field Hockey Section will be conducted behind the old stadium.
The practice Is in preparation for the National USFHATour
nament, to be held at Ann Arbor,
Mich. Nov. 27-30.

It was inevitable.
Bowling Green's varsity basketball squad downed a spunky freshman quintet 90-55 in the annual
Hall of Fame game last night in
Anderson Arena,
"Some phases of the defense
were good; it was difficult for
them to penetrate into the center." said Falcon coach Bob Con-

?-fl
N«WI

photo oy

AI«X

ourrows

BIG TROUBLE-center Jim Connolly was a menacing figure to
the frosh last night.

lbear. "But we had some breakdowns where we thought people
were a little sounder and it took
our momentum away. These players realize the shortcomings that
were present, though."
Although they were outclassed,
the freshman roundballers kept
it much closer than expected as
they stayed within 20 points for
the biggest part of the game.
The varsity finally broke it wide
open In the late stages of the second half.
"Everything seemed to come in
spurts," said Conlbear. "If we
played up to our capabilities, It
would have been a complete runaway.
We did play everybody,
though, giving them all a look."
The varsity threw a menacing
defense at the freshmen from the
start, holding them without a shot
for the first 1:17 of the contest.
With the score deadlocked at
8-8, the varsity pressure started
to take Its toll, as the frosh were
unable to get anything but shots
from the outside. A fast break,
erratic in spots, helped pave the
way to the 37-20 first half margin.
"The freshmen have a pretty
good basketball team," said Conlbear. "The makings of future
help for our program are present
on that squad."
Guard Al Russ was impressive
for the first year team as he
netted a team high of 17 points,
besides coming through with a
solid floor game.
Bowling Green took a commanding 58-27 margin In rebounding
with Dan McLemore and Jim Connally pulling down 13 and 11 respectively. McLemore scored 24
points to lead all scorers while
teammates Rich Walker and Bob
Hill chipped in with 16 and 13.
The varsity outshot the freshmen from the floor, hitting 35
of 75 for 47 per cent to 18 of
51 and 35 per cent.

THE BROTHERS OF

DELTA TAU DELTA
Congratulate
Our Newly Elected Officers..
PRESIDENT - DAVE LAUER
VICE PRES—

GREG KEENER

TREASURER-

TED KELLOGG
DAVE RIES

REC. SEC.CORRES. SECSGT.-AT-ARMS
GUIDEI.F.C. REP.-

JIM SHAMBO
JIM HAYNES
JIM STATHIS
JACK PORTER
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Ruggers to host
eekend tourney

^^^rt

By JACKO'BREZA
Sfcorts Writer
Over the lake and through the wood to the Falcons' nest they come.
And come they will to the first annual BG holiday rugby tournament
Four teams are entered in the weekend tourney which will begin
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. when Canada's University of Waterloo meets
the Dayton Flyers on Sterling Farm. BG's Falcons will battle the
'Sarnla Saints at 2 p.m. with the winners bumping heads for the championship Sunday at 2:30 p. pi.
Chris Eckenroad originated the tournament to promote rugby at
Bowling Green. The reason for the acquisition of two Canadian teams
for the tournament Is because in Canada rugby Is an Important sport
and consequently the quality of teams Is a little better. The Canadian teams will make the competition a bit tougher and add a little
foreign flavor too.
If bad weather conditions persist, the Falcons might be a pretourney favorite because of their 26-5 victory over Waterloo in the
mud last spring.
The Falcons will be bolstered this week by the return of Dale
Bungard who has been on the Injured list with torn ligaments In his
right knee for the past three weeks. Also returning to the line-up
after a week's absence will be fullback Jerry Nlcolosl.
"We're going to do a lot more kicking this weekend If the cold
weather continues because the coldness makes the ball hard to handle,"
said coach Al Bohl.
Also included In this weekend's attacking strategy will be the attempt to get the ball to Rick Schnleder. Rick has scored 17 of 28
points In Bowling Green's last two games. Included In Rick's 17
points are three trys which are comparable to three touchdowns In
. football.
Thus far this season the ruggers have scored a total of 100 points
while allowing the opposition 65.
A weekend sweep by the Falcon ruggers will raise their season
record to 7-2 with the only losses being to Michigan 29-13 and Wheeling, 16-10.

Time limits hooters
\in All-Star propping
"Rome wasn't built In a day."
But the two squads for the first
North-South, Senior college, Allstar game will have to be organized In 24 hours for the game that
will be played Sunday. However,
the North coach Mickey Cochrane
of Bowling Green, feels that the
' 16 soccer players will be ready
| to play after only an hour's work
together tomorrow.
The game will be played Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Roy Start High
School Sports complex in Toledo.
"There Is very little a coach
can do but we can rely on the
individual . player to play the
I game," said Cochrane. The main
I solution to the problem of putting a team together Is that soccer players can Interchange positions and all the players chosen
have played for years and are
experienced.
One of the bright spots for
i Cochrane is that he will know
four of the players very well.
That Is because those four of the
16 chosen are BG seniors and
have played under Cochrane for
at least three seasons.
Gary Kovacs, In the goal and
Dave Sutherland at fullback were
selected for the North defense from
a Falcon team that allowed ten foes
1.4 goals a game. That defense
I also racked up four shotouts this
I past year while the team compiled a 7-3 record.
Kovacs holds five BG records
for goalie saves, in a game, sea-

son and career.
Jim Brewer and FredWelsmann
were also picked for the North
team by members of the Ohio
Collegiate Soccer Association
(OCSA). Brewer and Welsmann
helped lead the Falcon offensive
punch that accounted for 27 goals
this year.
Welsman played a key role in
the Falcon drive to an MAC cochamplonshlp with his ball centrol
and scoring from the halfback
spot.
Brewer was the biggest
offensive threat for BG as the
Falcons ran to number three ranking In the state.
Brewer holds and shares a total of six Falcon scoring marks,
including most goals and points In
one game, most points and most
assists in a season, and most
points and most goals In a career.

1 • "
ILLEGAL RECEIVER - Falcon rugge r Al Bohl appears to be laterally passing to an illegal receiver,
the official, but it's to a teammate not pictured as a Fort Woyne opponent sets to block him.

Intramural notes
Rogers G-l holds the lead In
the Residence Hall All-Sports
competition. Both Rodgers 2-3 and
Bromfleld are close to Anderson
with 42.5 points.
Sigma Alpha Epsllon with 35
points holds the lead In the fraternity division. Sigma Chi Is
in the runner-up spot In the fall
competition with 30 points.

CONVICTS:
"MUG"
SHOTS
WILL IE TAKEN...
AND LIFTED "HIGH"
SATURDAY NITEII

1616 E. Wooster
Stadium View Plaza
Bowling Green, Ohio

Noi much voneiy bui hp ii»'» knnwi Volkiwoom*

Evening Service Hours Mm. £ Tnurs. Till 9 p.m.

Lot La Riche, he. /ov
920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East V&)
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center)
PJMMW: 422-6424
Findlay, Qklo
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BGSU vs. NO. ILLINOIS
Saturday, NOV. 22
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A
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When our mechanic
is finished working
on that Volkswagen,
he'll work on your
Volkswagen. And
when he's finished
working on your
Volkswagen, he'll
work on another
Volkswagen.
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Picture of a man
about to make a mistake
He's shopping around for a diamond "bargain," but
shopping for "price" alone isn't the wise way to find
one. It takes a skilled professional and scientific instruments to judge the more important price determining
factors-Cutting, Color and Clarity. As an AGS jeweler, you can rely on our gemological training and ethics
to properly advise you on your next important diamond
purchase. Stop in soon and see our fine selection of
gems she will be proud to wear.
Certified Gemologitt
Member American /TjjaS
Sem Society
\3£/

Dill Jewelers
II
129 S. Main St.

354-2024
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Revenge to key incentive
in finale against Huskies
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
It's like trying to light a match
In a strong wind or In a downpour.
You make a strike and It goes
phfft.
Falcon head coach Don Nehlen
Is faced with much the same prospect In trying to Instill Incentive
Into his grldders who close out the
season against Northern Illinois
tomorrow.
"After you finish the MidAmerican season there lsadropln
enthuslam," said Nehlen, "Especially when you travel out to
Texas for one game and come back
to play the other In the snow."
"I hope the Incentive of finishing 6-4 Instead of 500 would provide
the spark," said Nehlen.
"They beat us last year and this
should help push us for this win."
Northern stunned the Falcons
7-6 on a wet and muddy field last
year.
The Huskies are also the final
obstacle to a 15th consecutive winning season for the Falcons.
Almost as Important a factor
as the revenge motive, will be the
final appearances of 16 seniors,
nine of which are regulars. Already sentenced
to the sidelines with Injuries are co-captaln

Dave Roese (since the Dayton
game) and Honester Davidson (last
week against West Texas).
Seniors Fred Mathews and John
Szychowskl received Injuries In the
West Texas game and are considered doubtful starters along with
Junior Jack McKenzle.
Rich Duetemeyer and Larry Wltherspoon are scheduled to replace
McKenzle and Ferdle Stockard Is
set to fill for Szychowskl Art
Travis was named to fill the vacancy Mathews could create.
Bowling Green would normally
be favored In a meeting between
the teams but the rash of injuries
have
changed the complexion
somewhat.
"It's a tough thing with us so
badly crippled," said Nehlen, "but
these
young kids, along with
seniors, must come through If
we are to win."
The vlsltlnglluskies have a deep
seated revenge that they carry
against
most Mid-American
teams. Northern Illinois was rejected on Its bid for MAC entrance opce and seems to play
better games against the competition.
They dropped a 35-21 decision
to undefeated Toledo and a 3122 outing to Western Michigan
on successive weekends.

f^MAC - esp.

A break at last
We are not to excited about the upcoming break.
I keep telling myself that as the staff scrawls symbols of suitcases
and bottles of booze between lines on the assignment sheet. We're
more ready for a break than another week of predicting.
May as well have been walking with Conrad and Bean on the surface
of the moon after handling the six game slate with only 3-3 accuracy.
It seems like everyone but Toledo and Marshall are ready to Join
us. Winning remains a serious task only during the peak of the conference races and losses are at a premium the remainder of the nonleague season.
Miami has been growing Increasingly dull under the tutelage of
coach Bill Mallory after starting with five straight wins. They dropped below the 500 mark In league play for only the second time In Miami
history.
The REDSKINS get the nod for a win over Cincinnati if they have
any respect for the winning tradition at Miami. The Bearcats were
anlhllated by Ohio University a week ago and should be fodder for the
Skins.
TOLEDO will complete their perfect season at Xavler and be ready
for both the Tangerine Bowl and another year of domination of the MAC.
Ohio University who Is on the rebound could get caught by hard charging Marshall but not In Athens. It's time someone, the BOBCATS,
prove this winning thing of Marshall's a fluke.
BOWLING GREEN gets the nod over Northern. We're bound In
sentimentality, with a lack of mentality considering the tons of Injuries the Falcons have. Our hope rests on those talented seniors
who cap careers tomorrow.

"They seem to have something
to prove against MAC teams and
Toledo had a lot of trouble with
them," said Nehlen. "From the
films we thought they should have
beaten .Toledo.
They are real
strong and It was their best game."
Unfortunately the Huskies have
been up and down this season In
compiling a dismal 3-6 record.
They have been generous on defense offering up an average of233
yard rushing and 185 yards passing. They have a big squad though
and performed extremely well on
the muddy turf against Toledo.
"Weather could be an equalizer," said coach Nehlen. He explained that the field at Perry Stadium was not covered and could
be damp for tomorrow's game.
"If the weather Is nice we'll
throw," said Nehlen, "If not then
we'll try to run with Issac Wright
and Jerry Fields." If Mathews
Is ready he will see action In the
backfleld If the running game gets
the call.
A strong pass attack led by
Vern Wlreman could help amass
points
at a pace equivalent to
Toledo and Western. Vern will
be making his last tosses to split
end Bob Zlmpfer. Offensive tackle Dave Urdzlk, Carl Battershell
and center Brltt Raburn will also
be winding up careers.
Northern Illinois has been averaging 188 yards rushing a game
supported by an anemic 100 yards
through the air. Fullback John
LaLonde provides the major
ground threat with a 4.4 average
and 746 yards on the season.
"This guy is good and tough,"
said Nehlen.
LaLonde carried for 180 yards
against a rock-hard Toledo defense
but senior defenders Joe Green,
Tom Lloyd and end John Szychowskl should ready for his rushing antics.
"We'll
be keying on their
rushes," said Nehlen." They Just
don't seem to pass much."

Newt photo by Donnil White

SHORT GAIN -- Vern Wireman lugs the ball for a short gain as
one of the aggressive West Texas defenders moves in for the stop.

With a great Influx of new faces
possible, there is also a potential
rise in mistakes and missed assignments. Falcon substitutes
could come In key places. Collectively the replacements have
little game experience with the
starting lineups needed in most
close games.
Getting a baptism of sorts will
be Joe Keetle who replaces Honester Davidson in the defensive
secondary. Gregg Shlnn will be
playing his last game as monster
back.
The weather has curtailed BG
attempts to practice.
Bowling
Green didn't practice Monday because of the injuries and were
forced Indoors because of the
Inclement weather the past few
days.

Falcons salute
centennial year
The Bowling Greeu atnietlc
department has designated tomorrow's Northern Illinois
contest
as
the Falcons'
"Centennial Game." It will
serve as Bowling Green's
salute to the game of college football on Its 100 anniversary.
The official Centennial flag
will be flown at Perry Field
and awards presented. A trophy will be awarded to the
winning team and individual
plaques presented to the
game's outstanding offensive
and defensive players as voted
by the press.

leers test Bobcats twice

a real barn burner.
There's only three ways the
Falcons know to play hockey; tough*
tougher, and toughest. And bringIt could be 110 degrees in the
shade of the Bowling Green ice ing Ohio University In for a twoarena Friday and Saturday nights, game series Is like tossing a can
of gasoline Into the fire. Boom.
Last Saturday, Bowling Green's
leers felt like they had Just finished
a 50-mile hike, forced into a second straight night of hockey with
visiting Western Ontario. By the
end they were beginning to tire.
But the pace that Western set
could be significant with five day's
rest.
"If we keep the pace Western
Ontario set against us, It'll be a
long two games forOU," said Falcon coach Jack Vivian. "We've
been working this week to even up
that pace farther."
These two games are far from
the end of it, however. Last
season BG and beats me every
other time you glanced out on
the Ice, the Falcons capturing five
or six skirmishes, Including the
championships of the Cleveland
Cup and Bowling Green Invitational
tournaments.
BG outscored the
'Cats 28-15 for the series.
Ohio coach Jim McComb, a little
upset with the numerous dates
with Bowling Green on the schedule last year, said never again
will one of his teams play the
same opponent as many as five
times.
The Bobcats meet the
Falcons five times this year.
"I wasn't real pleased with this
aspect of the schedule either." said
Vivian. "I don't want a steady
diet of any team. I Imagine John
(McComb) is quite unhappy about
it too." he added.
Offenseman
Dennis Murphy
racked up his knee badly enough
to take himself out of the lineup
against OU and will be replaced
Cinur Arc
n
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PACING OFF -- Bruce Blyth handles the faceoff duties for the Falcons against his Windsor opponent. by left winger Dave Kearney on the
The leers drubbed the visitors in the season opener but were caught by Western Ontario a night later. line with Gordon McCosh and Eric
Preston.
This weekend BG will get a double test from Ohio University.
The Falcons have been hard at
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor

t

work, trying to eliminate some
of the kinks that bogged down the
offensive attack.
"Skating has been stressed especially," said coach Vivian. "We'
re also working on getting into a
better offensive scoring position;
we've be missing some responsibilities. We've got a lot of new
faces on this team and I was real
pleased with the progress even
in losing.
The Bobcats will bring a team
spotted with newcomers to the
arena, making It difficult to measure the strength of the club.
"They beat the Alumni 8-0,
that's all I know. Their coach
isn't going to tell you anything.
This Is
their first real game
though," said Vivian. "They've
got 33 players, 17 Canadians, and
they'll probably be stronger both
offensively and defensively. They
definitely should be Improved because they have two years of recruiting on us, and 10 new faces,
who If they're
10 good ones,
could cause trouble."
"They do have three untested
freshman goalies, which could be
their weakness, If any.
They
did loose last year's goalie but I
don't know how bad that will be
because we scored about five goals
•very time we played them. He
was a team leader though," said
Vivian.
The Falcons are pretty well set
for the OU Invasion but the goalie
won't be decided upon until Friday.
Rick Allen and Mike Root, the
scoring leaders for the first two
matches, will be In uniform trying to up their Individual scoring
marks.
Allen, who had more assists
Friday and Saturday than a Cub
Scout helping old ladles across
the street, leads In that category
while Root has five points on three
goals and two assists.
Game time for both matches
Is 7:30 p.m.

